**2014 BOOKS!**

The Blood of Olympus by Rick Riordan is book number ____ of the series

Diana Gabaldon continued her sage with Written In My Own Heart's ____

Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom

All the Light We __ See by Anthony Doerr is set during WWII

Lena __ is Not That Kind of Girl

Big __ Lies by Liane Moriarty shows the secrets of a small town

Killing __ was Bill O'Reilly's latest history book

Amy Poehler released Yes __, a memoir of her life so far

The Escape by David Baldacci is part of his John __ Series

Michael Lewis' Flash Boys was subtitled A Wall Street __

Edge of Eternity by Ken Follett is book three in the ___ Trilogy

A daughter searches for her mother in Jodi Picoult's ___ Time

The __ by Andy Weir leaves an astronaut stranded on Mars

Make it Ahead: A ___ Contessa Cookbook by Ina Garten

The World of Ice & Fire by George R. R. Martin is a history of the 7 ___

The ____ was the 9th book in the Wimpy Kid series

Stephen King released both Revival and Mr. ___ in 2014

In Gray ___ by John Grisham, a NY lawyer heads to small town Virginia

Rush Revere and the First ___ is Rush Limbaugh's latest novel for kids

The Book With No ___ by B.J. Novak who was also an actor on the Office

41: A ___ of My Father was written by George W. Bush

Everything I Need to Know About ___ I Learned from a Little Golden Book

The ___ of Wings by Sue Monk Kidd was picked by Oprah Book Club 2.0

Redstone, Construction, & Combat handbooks for ___ were released

Alex Cross returned in James ___'s Hope to Die

The ___ by Walter Isaacson gives credit to hackers, geeks and geniuses

Neil Patrick Harris: Choose Your Own ___

As You Wish: ___ Tales From the Making of the Princes Bride
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Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
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Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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